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Introduction 
You’re an MBA, likely from a top program, and ready for a new phase of career 
success. Perhaps you have faced an unexpected change due to the economic 
crisis. Perhaps you seek to earn more money in less time or to bring fulfillment 
back to your work life. You may or may not yet have envisioned details about 
what you want.  Either way, you are about to embark on an adventure. 
 
Many people attempt significant change, but relatively few actually succeed.  
Before you can transition, you have to be ready. Use the following tool to 
evaluate: how ready are you to transition? 
 
   
    

About Debra A. Woog & MBA Navigator 
 

Debra Woog is a career and leadership 
consultant. She served on the MIT Sloan School of 
Management MBA Admissions Committee for six 
years and directed admissions and career 
development for MIT’s engineering/ MBA dual-
Master’s program. The Boston Globe profiled 
Debra for her outstanding ability to select talented 
candidates. As a researcher at Harvard Business 
School, Debra published four cases depicting 
career development theory in action and 
contributed to the award-winning book Breaking 
Through: The Making of Minority Executives in 
Corporate America (HBS Press). She has also 
authored articles for national publications including 
Inc.   
 Debra earned her BA from Wellesley College, and the MIT Sloan 
School of Management awarded her an MBA as well as the Miriam Sherburne 
Scholarship for leadership and community service. She resides in the Boston area 
with her two teenagers. 

     Debra launched MBA Navigator to expand upon her ten years coaching 
individuals. Via information products and one-on-one coaching, MBA Navigator guides 
MBA applicants, students and alumni to communicate their stories effectively to 
achieve desired goals.   
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Select the response that best describes your  
feeling about each of the statements below.  
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I am committed to making a significant change  
in the next year. 

 

 

 

   
 

I have the time allocated to go through an intense process. 

 

     

I have the support I need to go through an intense process. 

 
     

I can briefly explain each of my career steps to date. 

 
 

 
   

I have clear short-term and long-term goals,  
and I can easily articulate them. 

     

I have identified my strengths. 
     

I have identified my weaknesses. 
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What’s  Your  Score? 

10 – 14:  Start Your Transition! 

You’re highly confident you can clearly express all the elements of your unique 
story!  As you embark on your search, keep in mind the following Seven 
Essential Elements of a Successful MBA Career Transition. 

0 – 9:  Take Time to Get Ready 
Your answers indicate that you have more reflection to do.  Before you begin, 
take the time to think through the elements of your unique story.  Review and 
develop confident responses to each of the following Seven Essential 
Elements of a Successful MBA Career Transition.  Then and only then will you 
be ready to make lasting change.  

Less than Zero:  Take Time to Reevaluate 

You may be under-confident in your abilities, ambivalent about whether you 
truly want to make a change, simply unprepared to invest, or some 
combination of these three.  Read this report and then retake the quiz.  Has 
your score changed?  If not, take some additional time to reevaluate.  
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A Successful MBA Career Transition:   7 Essential Elements  

1. Personal commitment to making a change 

Seeking a career change, particularly in the current economic climate, is a 
rigorous, time-consuming process.  Establish that it’s worthwhile, and why, 
before you begin, and you will find it easier to make decisions as you 
encounter opportunities. 

2. A time management plan 

If you are like most MBAs, you are used to a busy schedule.  With the 
additional activity of a search, you will frequently face choices about how to 
spend your time.  Decide up front what your priorities are.  Making decisions 
will become more efficient and less stressful.  

3. Support from those who care about you 

Who do you rely on when you need help?  A close friend, family member, 
partner, mentor, or special colleague?  Multiple people?  While you can’t 
outsource your search, you can certainly ask others for moral support, 
feedback, and company on the occasional head-clearing walk.   

4. Explanations for each of your career transitions 

People evaluating your background (recruiters, hiring managers, and other 
interviewers) want to understand not only what you have done to date but 
why.  The why reveals how you think and what’s important to you.  Think 
back to each of your transitions (attending each university and beginning and 
ending each job); why did you make the choice you did? 

5. Clear goals  

What would you like to do in the next year?  In 10 years?  In 25?  Effective 
leaders set a vision for others and get them to follow.  What’s your vision for 
yourself? 
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6. Articulated strengths 

How are you already prepared to implement your vision?  Know the skills, 
interests, and qualities you want to communicate before you polish your 
resume and begin to interview.  Then the stories you select will communicate 
the messages you want to get across. 

7. Articulated weaknesses 

How are you unprepared to implement your vision?  What are your 
opportunities for development?  Are there any gaps in your career history?  
These are questions to which recruiters and others interviewers will seek 
answers as they evaluate you.  Know the answers you want them to find 
before you begin to interview, and you may even address potential concerns 
before they are raised.   

 

Next Steps  

If you’d like access to Debra’s expertise as you refine your resume, ponder 
various questions, and seek honest feedback, read her MBA blog MBA Inside 
Connection. For more specific resources, MBA Navigator products and 
services will guide you through implementing the Seven Essential Elements of 
a Successful MBA Career Transition. 

If you requested this special report directly from MBA Navigator, you will 
occasionally receive personalized notes from Debra addressing hot topics in 
career development and leadership success, written especially with MBAs in 
mind.   

If someone forwarded you this resource, indicate you would like to receive 
future information at MBAnavigator.com/contact/.  

 


